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Membership
2024
We are the trusted partner of the Banking, 
Markets and Asset Management COO community.

Armstrong Wolfe 
International COO Community

Maurice Evlyn-Bufton
CEO 
Armstrong Wolfe

Foreword

The world continues to be unstable, with one crisis bumping into 
the next with worrying regularity.

Since the 2008 crash, the diversity of these challenges has 
manifested itself in a broadening of the responsibilities of 
the COO, and the emergence of non-financial risk as being 
arguably the prevalent forward-looking responsibility and 
challenge for the COO community. 

We have spent much time and effort working with our 
members since early 2020 and the advent of Covid 19 in 
debating and formulating thought on the emergence of this 
risk discipline.

The pandemic was closely followed by the 
Russian-Ukrainian crisis, which the worldwide economy 
and geo-political landscape is still grappling, this 
uncertainty being added to by recent bank failures. 

This has lent itself to the regulatory requirement and 
business imperative to develop advanced thinking and 
implement practices to heighten operational resilience. This 
has become a pillar of iCOOC discussion. 

Aligned to the above, ESG falls within non-financial risk 
and operational resilience, with the fingers of the regular in 
its writing. Regulation remains a topic of heartfelt debate, 
where iCOOC complements industry bodies’ activities 
by providing a Chatham House Rule environment to 
discuss the most granular aspects and challenges of how 
to operationalise regulations. Conversely, we promote a 
dialogue about managing emerging risks and how best to 
undertake horizon scanning.

These challenges fall to the people that serve, lead 

and work for our members to manage. Leadership and 

performance, culture, purpose, and conduct remain a 

pivotal challenge for our members. They understand hiring 

the best people, developing, motivating, and retaining these 

people is the cornerstone of corporate success.

These are some subjects we bring to the table, where our 

members host, co-host, and participate. We are merely the 

bridge between one COO and another and the link that 

brings this community together, where the power of the 

whole, the collective intellect and experiences of this group 

is shared to realise individual and market wide benefit. 

In 2024 we will deliver 102 events to promote debate, share 

knowledge, develop thought, and bring innovation and 

solutions to our members. 

Our mission remains unchanged: 

To be the world’s COO centre for debate, information 

exchange, development of solutions, education, and 

learning to help address market wide, non-proprietary 

challenges.

Our members are happy to endorse and speak about what 

we do and our value. Join us and become one of them, 

and play an active role in the only worldwide managed 

community and network committed to serving the Chief 

Operating Officer.
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Ad Centrum
The People Matrix 
In 2024 Ad Centrum will investigate the inter-connectivity of people related challenges to DE&I: 

 » Is the matrix a non-related group of people related challenges? 

 » How can you connect different parts of the matrix to solve the whole? 

Purpose

Learning

Mobility

Leadership

Environment

Culture Inclusion

Well Being

DiversityEquality

DE&I WHERE EVERYONE BELONGS

Thought Leadership
The knowledge and expertise of Ad Centrum council 
members is critical: 

 » Acting as a qualified and reliable source of DE&I insight 
and information. 

 » Using the visibility of the COO position across the 
industry to promote DE&I debate. 

 » Establishing credibility and a COO voice with a shared 
DE&I purpose. 

 » Encouraging COOs to seek out DE&I developmental 
opportunities. 

 » Encouraging innovative thinking to challenge the norm. 

Ad Centrum will invite iCOOC members to debate, to 
participate in working group discussions, be interviewed 
and complete surveys to harness opinion and data which 
will be used to shape and provide content. 

The outcome of this enterprise is to generate and 
disseminate the COO community’s views and expertise 
in DE&I as a specified field and topic, to provide thought 
leadership.

ARMSTRONG WOLFE  PRINT
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WCOOC

The Business Case 
for robust Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion 

WCOOC Symposium

Online Forum Summary

Making the case for DNI programmes 
through a commercial lens and the 
economic benefits of inclusivity

The Women in the COO Community initiative has 
been a cornerstone of membership at Armstrong 
Wolfe, providing future female leaders with vital 
skills for their development. 
In recent times, our focus has expanded to include broader 
diversity challenges. To maintain the integrity of our original mission while adapting 
to these changes, we are introducing two distinct programmes. Ad Centrum will 
encompass a wide spectrum of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DE&I) efforts, while 
Women in the COO Community will concentrate on fostering female leadership.

WCOOC Programme

armstrongwolfe.com/wcooc WCOOC

Vision:
Our revised vision for Women in the COO Community is to 
“inspire and develop female leadership, we aim to better 
prepare them to manage, advance and attract opportunities 
in their careers through effective networking”.  

This programme will be spearheaded by our Global 
Co-Chairs, Emma Prophet and Clement King, supported 
by Steering Group members from each region to ensure 
the programme’s global consistency and local resonance.

Programme:
We are initiating a dynamic programme with two 
representatives from each region engaging in a blend of 
online and in-person forums and events which will be held 
from February 2024 through to July 2024. 

This will feature X amount in person and X virtual The 
schedule of dates is currently being finalised. These 
gatherings will feature industry expert panels covering 
carefully curated topics to ignite pertinent conversations 
and networking experience to expand

Additionally, peer-to-peer networking opportunities will 
be an integral part of these events, fostering connections 
among those poised for advancement.

How to Get Involved:
We invite nominations for two female employees from your 
organization, who are at the VP level and aspire to elevate in 
their career to a more senior level role. 

We seek participation from the following regions: North 
America (with the ability to be New York-based or to travel 
there), EMEA (London-based or able to travel), and APAC 
(based in or able to travel to Hong Kong or Singapore). 
Participants must commit to attending a specified number 
of events over a 6-month span. (will tailor for each region).

Please confirm your nominees by 
December 15, 2023.
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Moderator:

Maurice Evlyn-Bufton
CEO 
Armstrong Wolfe

Co-Host:

Helen Kent-Jackson
MD, Head of Colleague & 
Customer Proposition and 
Business Visualisation & Insights 
Lloyds Bank

Co-Host:

Helen Hughes-Green
ICG Head of Client Conduct Risk 
Citi

Co-Host:

Andrew Murfin
Former Head of Global Wealth 
Management & 
EMEA Operations 
Armstrong Wolfe Advisor

Armstrong Wolfe WCOOC Symposium
Summary of tabletop exercise held on 30th November 2023

WCOOC

North America 6 Month Schedule
WCOOC Programme

WCOOCarmstrongwolfe.com/wcooc 1

February 28th
In Person Event - NYC
Welcome / Purpose of Session

 » Overview of the Women in COO Community Program

 » Networking & Introductions

 » Stakeholder Management Panel / Workshop (details to 
be finalized)

 » Post Event:   Additional Networking Cocktail 
Opportunity

April 24th
In Person Event - NYC
Welcome / Purpose of Session

 » Stakeholder Management Panel / Workshop (details to 
be finalized)

 » Post Event:  Additional Networking Cocktail 
Opportunity

June 12th
In Person Event - NYC
Welcome / Purpose of Session

 » Developing Your Brand (details to be finalized - 
potential facilitator from TP ICAP)

 » Post Event:  Additional Networking Cocktail 
Opportunity 

ARMSTRONG WOLFE SUMMARY NOTES
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KENTUCKT DERBY MUSEUM  ARCADE POSTERS

Brand Campaigns

Riders Up! 
User Guide on Steering & Boosts

Get ready for the ride
of a lifetime!

Use the buttons on 
the reins to control 

your horse!

To stop your motion, 
press the red button!

Each horse has 5
boosts. Manage your 
boost bar wisely to

overtake your rivals and 
secure victory!

Ensure your indicator 
stays in the green zone 

for maximum boost!

Players with mobility 
issues can utilize the 
dedicated controller.

Use the arrow buttons 
to steer and press the 
boost button to gain 

an advantage over your 
competition!

Please contact a staff member
for assistance if needed.

POSTER PRODUCTION
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ESSENTIALS: COMPLIANCE

Taking action against
radicalisation at work

2 Part One Recognising radicalisation

ESSENTIALS: COMPLIANCE

Preventing Radicalisation

Recognising 
radicilisation

2 Taking action against radicalisation at work

ESSENTIALS: COMPLIANCE

Taking action against radicalisation at work

Introduction

Speaking up when something feels wrong or 
having an open discussion about a difficult 
topic takes courage.

It can be hard knowing how to go about offering 
support to someone, but it can be much simpler 
than you might expect.

In this module, we’ll explore
• How to reduce the risk of radicalisation to 

vulnerable people

• What to do if you have concerns

• How to offer support

• How to start a conversation

Being able to recognise behaviour changes 
and when someone might be at risk of 
radicalisation is a significant step, but would 
you know what to do next?

Taking the right action could mean the 
difference between an individual seeking help 
or being led even further down the wrong 
path.

DIGITAL DESIGN

6 Part One Recognising radicalisation

ESSENTIALS: COMPLIANCE

Preventing Radicalisation

Common vulnerabilities

Anyone can be at risk from extremists, but certain factors 
can increase an individual’s vulnerability to radicalisation.

Internal factors
Internal factors can include, but are not limited to:

• Feeling like you’re not fitting in and seeking a 
sense of belonging

• Being unsure of your sense of identity

• Dealing with health issues

• Experiencing trauma

• Being victimised or discriminated against

Internal factors
External factors can include, but are not limited to:

• Community tensions or conflict

• Knowing people who share their support for, 
or have joined, extremist groups

• Incidents that have targeted and/or 
impacted specific communities

• Global terror incidents that have caused fear, 
anger, or a sense of threat or powerlessness

The factors can be internal or external.

KALLIDUS EBOOK PRODUCTION

DIGITAL DESIGN



ENGAGE IN LEARNING EBOOK PRODUCTION

DIGITAL DESIGNDIGITAL DESIGN



Fujitsu Marketing Brochure

CORPORATE DESIGNCORPORATE DESIGN



next

Driving digital 
transformation 
with our customers

Fujitsu Case Studies

CORPORATE DESIGNCORPORATE DESIGN



CONCEPTUALISATION

RED CARDS STORYBOARD CONCEPTS

CONCEPTUALISATION



The freedom To explore.
The all-round sporT Touring Tyre.

www.dunlopmotorcycle.eu

multi-Tread compound rear 
for all-round traction, grip, 
comfort, handling and 
extended mileage

JlB for increased stability 
for heavier sports touring 
bikes and a front tread 
pattern optimised for 
shorter braking distances

Dunlop Tyres (UK) Press Campaign Dunlop Tyres (UK) Press Campaign Dunlop Tyres (UK) E-mail Campaign CONCEPT

Brand CampaignsBrand Campaigns



Matech Racing Brand Development

Brand GUIDELINESBrand GUIDELINES



Swiss movement, English heart

AMELIA Mk1 Chronograph £350.00

13 Jewel Swiss quartz movement / Split-seconds / stopwatch functions
Hand polished case / Anti-re�ective museum grade sapphire
Diameter: 42mm / Calibre: Ronda 5030.

E X C L U S I V E L Y  A V A I L A B L E  A T
christopherward.co.uk

Maserati Marketing Literature Mars Group PRESS CAMPAIGN Christopher Ward Watches Trade Ad

Printed MediaPrinted Media



WEB DESIGN
KTN INNOVATION NETWORK WEBSITE DESIGN

WEB DESIGN



Quantum Marketing
DIGITAL Recruitment Campaign

Social MediaSocial Media



Social Media
KALLIDUS SOCIAL MEDIA CampaignS

Social Media



Social Media

Ruhens UK Social Media

Social Media



Matech Racing Corporate Brochure

BrochuresBrochures
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TENDER PRESENTATIONS

Event Exhibition & Design Tender Document 

TENDER PRESENTATIONS



KALLIDUS Exhibition stand Illustration

Large Format Design



Exhibition Graphics

Kallidus
Exhibition Stand Graphics

Exhibition Graphics



Kallidus  InfographicS

InfographicsInfographics



InfographicsILLUSTRATIONS



Kallidus Marketing Incentives Posters

Posters + Illustration

Kallidus Marketing Incentives Posters

Posters + Illustration



In a nutshell...

Solid expertise in both print & digital design

Creativity combined with quality

Problem-solving & the required resolution

Ability to get to the heart of a brief

Accuracy & speed coupled with attention to detail

Assured workload handling & priority assessment

Dependable, trustworthy & reliable

Team player with a collaborative approach

Responsive & proactive
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